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LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT IN HINDI-URDUw

ABSTRACT. This paper provides a new analysis of the phenomenon of Long
Distance Agreement in Hindi-Urdu and argues for a dissociation between case and

agreement. Long Distance Agreement involves a verb agreeing with a constituent
inside the verb’s clausal complement. Long Distance Agreement and Object
Agreement in Hindi-Urdu are shown to involve the same structural configurations.
They both involve a head (T0) agreeing with an argument whose case-features T0

does not value. In particular, it is argued the operation Agree of Chomsky (1998,
1999, 2001) needs to be reformulated to be able to handle the facts of Hindi-Urdu
Long Distance Agreement. The analysis is largely motivated on the basis of evidence

from Hindi-Urdu but is shown to extend to the Long Distance Agreement facts of
Tsez (Polinsky and Potsdam 2001) and Kashmiri (Subbarao and Munshi 2000).

1. OVERVIEW

This paper provides a new analysis of the phenomenon of Long
Distance Agreement in Hindi-Urdu that covers more empirical
ground than existing analyses and reveals new generalizations. The
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phenomenon of Long Distance Agreement involves a verb agreeing
with a constituent inside the verb’s clausal complement and therefore
poses a challenge to theories that assume that a strictly local relation-
ship such as the specifier-head relationship is necessary for agreement.
The proposal argues for a less local conception of the agreement rela-
tionship that is nevertheless subject to locality considerations. It is thus
in line with other recent proposals such as Benmamoun (1992),
Bobaljik (1995), van Gelderen (1992), Chung (1998), Chomsky (1998,
1999, 2001), and Polinsky and Potsdam (2001).

To account for this phenomenon in Hindi-Urdu, the operation
AGREE is invoked.

(1) AGREE is the process by which a head X0 (the Probe) with
a complete set of unvalued uninterpretable features identifies
the closest Y0/YP in its c-command domain with the relevant
set of visible matching (i.e. nondistinct) interpretable features
(the Goal), and uses the interpretable features of Y0/YP to
value its uninterpretable features.

This operation is similar in many respects to the operation Agree
introduced in Chomsky (1998). The two operations differ in that
Agree requires that Goals be active, i.e. have unvalued features, while
AGREE does not place any such requirements. It is shown that a
principle like AGREE (and not Agree) is needed to derive the facts of
Long Distance Agreement in Hindi-Urdu as well as in Tsez (Polinsky
and Potsdam 2001).

The following is a brief summary of the paper and a guide to its
structure. Section 2 introduces the phenomenon and discusses
Mahajan’s (1989) analysis of it. Mahajan’s (1989) proposal is argued
to rest on problematic assumptions concerning case-licensing, and a
new proposal using AGREE is introduced in section 3. The central
idea behind this proposal is that a head can agree with an XP that it
does not case-license. Finite T0 does not license the case of an object,
but can enter into an AGREE relationship with it if the /-features of
the subject are not visible and there is not a more local XP with
visible /-features. Local object agreement and Long Distance
Agreement are shown to involve the same structural configuration,
the only difference being that of the distance between T0 and the
element it enters into AGREE with. Section 4 identifies the envi-
ronments where Long Distance Agreement is possible as involving
restructuring. It is shown that certain environments where
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restructuring is not possible (e.g. subject infinitivals, gerunds, finite
clauses) do not display Long Distance Agreement. Section 5 examines
how the current proposal extends to some other languages with Long
Distance Agreement, in particular Kashmiri, a dialect of Hindi-Urdu,
and Tsez. The optionality of Long Distance Agreement is addressed
in section 6 and is related to optionality in restructuring. Providing
support for this relationship is the fact that environments where
restructuring is obligatory display obligatory Long Distance Agree-
ment. Section 7 concludes the paper by indicating further lines of
inquiry and suggesting an assimilation between the operation
AGREE proposed in this paper and the operation Agree introduced
in Chomsky (1998). This assimilation, which associates the activity
condition on Goals with Move and not Agree, retains the additional
empirical ground captured by relaxing the condition on active Goals
while at the same time not generating the cases of illegitimate raising
that motivated the condition on active goals in the first place.

2. THE PHENOMENON OF LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT

2.1. The Basics of Agreement in Hindi-Urdu

The main verb (in participial form) and the auxiliary (if any) in
Hindi-Urdu agree with the structurally most prominent argument of
the verb that is not case-marked overtly.1 An argument is non-overtly
case-marked if it is not marked with an overt case clitic. This is
exemplified in (2).

(2)a. Nominative subject, Accusative object, both non-overtly
case-marked
Rahul kitaab par:h-taa thaa

Rahul.M book.F read-Hab.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Rahul used to read (a/the) book.’

b. Ergative subject, Accusative object, only object is
non-overtly case-marked
Rahul-ne kitaab par:h-ii thii

Rahul-Erg book.F read-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Rahul had read the book.’

1 Participles and the past tense auxiliary agree in gender and number, the present
tense auxiliary and the subjunctive agrees in number and person, and the future

agrees in person, gender, and number.
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In (2a), the subject and the object are both non-overtly case-marked
and so the participial verb and the auxiliary both agree with the
subject, which is structurally the most prominent non-overtly case-
marked argument. In (2b), the subject is overtly case-marked. Now
the object is the structurally most prominent non-overtly case-
marked argument and the participial verb and the auxiliary agree
with it and not the overtly case-marked subject. When all arguments
are overtly case-marked as in (3), the participial verb and the auxil-
iary display default agreement which corresponds to the features
[3MSg].

(3) Ergative Subject, Overtly marked accusative object
Rahul-ne kitaab-ko par:h-aa thaa
Rahul-Erg book-Acc read-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Rahul had read the book.’

2.2. Long Distance Agreement

Long Distance Agreement (LDA) refers to the phenomenon of a verb
agreeing with an argument that is not its own. (4) exemplifies LDA.
The matrix verb chaah ‘want’ agrees with kitaab ‘book’, which is not
an argument of chaah ‘want’.

(4) Vivek-ne [kitaab par:h-nii] chaah-ii

Vivek-Erg book.F read-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Vivek wanted to read the book.’

Chaah ‘want’ in (4) does not agree with its subject. This is not sur-
prising given that its subject Vivek is overtly case-marked. In fact,
LDA can only take place if the matrix verb has no non-overtly case-
marked arguments of its own. However, chaah ‘want’ does agree with
the object of its complement clause. This is surprising given the
description of agreement in the previous section.

LDA has several properties, two of which are briefly outlined in
the following discussion. The remaining properties will be introduced
along with the analysis.

2.2.1. Optionality
It has been noted by several authors that LDA in environments like
(2) is optional (Hook 1979; Davison 1988; Mahajan 1989; Butt
1995).
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(5) (from Mahajan (1989))
a. LDA:

Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii

Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

b. no LDA:
Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

The authors who note the optionality of LDA have noted that the
LD-agreeing object in (5a) seems more ‘specific’ than the non-
agreeing object in (5b).

2.2.2. Parasitic Agreement
The infinitival verb agrees with its object only when there is LDA.

(6)a. LDA + infinitival agreement:
Shahrukh-ne [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-ii thii

Shahrukh-Erg branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Shahrukh had wanted to cut the branch.’

b. infinitival agreement but no LDA:
*Shahrukh-ne [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-aa
Shahrukh-Erg branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Pfv.MSg
thaa
be.Pst.MSg

c. LDA but no infinitival agreement:
*Shahrukh-ne [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-ii thii

Shahrukh-Erg branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Shahrukh wanted to cut the branch.’

d. no infinitival agreement, no LDA:
Shahrukh-ne [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-aa
Shahrukh-Erg branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg
thaa
be.Pst.MSg
‘Shahrukh wanted to cut a/the branch.’

We know that LDA is only possible if the matrix verb has no non-
overtly case-marked arguments of its own. Therefore, when the
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matrix verb has a nominative subject, LDA is not possible. In these
cases infinitival agreement is also not possible.

(7)a. no LDA and no infinitival agreement:
Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-taa Thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Shahrukh wants to cut the branch.’

b. infinitival agreement but no LDA:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-taa thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg

c. LDA but no infinitival agreement:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-tii thii

Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Pfv.FSg be.Pst.MSg

d. LDA and infinitival agreement:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-tii thii

Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg be.Pst.MSg

It can be concluded from the discussion in this section that infinitival
agreement is parasitic on LDA. Furthermore, when LDA takes place,
infinitival agreement must take place.

2.3. One Previous Analysis of Hindi-Urdu LDA: Mahajan (1989)

2.3.1. The Basic Analysis
The central idea behind Mahajan’s analysis of agreement in Hindi-
Urdu is that the perfective participle, the imperfective/habitual par-
ticiple, and the infinitival verb differ in their ability to assign accu-
sative case. For Mahajan, perfective participles can never assign case
to their objects. Imperfective participles always assign case to their
objects. Finally, infinitival verbs optionally assign case to their ob-
jects. Of course, the above three-way distinction is relevant only for
transitive verbs. Unergative intransitives do not have objects, and
unaccusatives do not assign case to their objects, period.

Since for Mahajan (1989), perfective participles cannot assign
case, something else must assign case to the objects of transitive
perfective participles. This something else is an Agr0 head in associ-
ation with finite tense.

(8)a. [IP Sugato-ne1 [AgrP kitaab2 [VP t1 t2 tv] tagr] par:h-ii]
Sugato-Erg book.F read-Pfv.FSg
‘Sugato read the book.’
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Object agreement in (8) is for Mahajan a reflex of case-assignment by
Agr0. He assumes that the imperfective participle assigns case to its
object in situ. The object does not move to [Spec,AgrP] for case.

(9)a. [IPSugato1 [AgrP t1 [VP t1 kitaab tv] tagr] par:h-taa
Sugato book.F read-Hab.MSg
hai]
be.Prs.3Sg
‘Sugato reads the book.’

Hence there is no object agreement with imperfective participles. The
reader will note that (8) and (9) are not a minimal pair. With (most)
transitive verbs, the switch from a perfective participle to an imper-
fective/habitual participle is accompanied by a change in the case
assigned to the subject. This is why (8) involves an ergative subject
and (9) involves a nominative subject.

Now let us examine how Long Distance Agreement takes place in
Mahajan’s system. Mahajan assumes that transitive infinitival verbs
only optionally assign accusative case. When the infinitival verb does
not assign accusative to its object, the object raises to the next highest
case position, which happens to be the [Spec,AgrP] of the matrix
verb. On its way to the matrix [Spec,AgrP], the embedded object
passes through the [Spec,AgrP] of the embedded clause. This is why
the embedded object agrees with both the infinitival verb and the
matrix verb (cf. 10a).2

(10)a. infinitival verb does not assign case ! LDA
[IP Sugato-ne [AgrP rot: iii [[VP½IPPROj [[AgrP½ti½½VPtj ti tV1]
Sugato-Erg bread.F

khaanii1]]]]] tV2] tagr2]] chaahii2]
eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Sugato wanted to eat bread.’

b. infinitival verb assigns case ! no LDA
[IP Sugato-ne [[VP½IPPROj [[AgrP½½VPtj rot: ii tV1]

Sugato-Erg bread.F
khaanaa1]]]]] tV2] chaahaa2]
eat-Inf.MSg Want-Pfv.MSg
‘Sugato wanted to eat bread.’

2 Mahajan assumes that the PRO subject of the embedded clause does not block
the object of the embedded clause from moving over it to the matrix [Spec,AgrP]. We
will see that in one form or another, all analyses of LDA in Hindi-Urdu have to

make a similar assumption.
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The optionality of LDA follows from the ability of the infinitival verb
to optionally assign case (cf. 10b). When the infinitival verb assigns
case, the object stays in situ and there is no agreement, long or short
distance. Note that the object never gets case from the embedded
[Spec,AgrP] because Agr0 heads for Mahajan only assign case in
association with finite tense.

2.3.2. Some Problems
Mahajan’s analysis of LDA is quite promising. In particular, the
properties of LDA noted in the introduction fall out without
additional stipulations from Mahajan’s analysis. However, it suf-
fers from certain conceptual as well as empirical problems. The
primary conceptual problem with Mahajan’s analysis lies with his
assumptions about the case-assigning properties of participles and
non-finite verbs. The object case licensing properties of a verb are
generally taken to be part of its argument structure. Accusative
case is often related to transitive v, the head that licenses the
external argument. Under most assumptions, this head is located
below the level where Aspectual/Infinitival morphology is intro-
duced.

(11) [AspP Asp0 [vP Ext-Arg [v¢ v [VP . . .]]]]

Given this architecture, we expect the case-assigning ability of a
verb to be independent of whether it is part of a past participle, a
present participle, or an infinitive, as also noted by Butt (1995).
Case-assignment in Hindi-Urdu is dependent upon aspect but only
with respect the assignment of case to the subject. Case-licensing of
objects is independent of the syntactic environment above the vP.3

With the exception of the agreement facts which Mahajan explains
using his assumption about the case-assigning properties of partici-
ples and infinitives, there does not seem to be empirical evidence on
the basis of which the proposed difference between the case-assigning
properties of perfective participles, imperfective participles, and
infinitives can be justified. Transitive verbs seem to take accusative

3 Mahajan’s proposal transposed to English would amount to the proposal that

eaten in John has eaten the apple does not assign accusative to its object, eating in
John is eating the apple assigns case to its object, and eat in John wants to eat the
apple only optionally assigns case to its object. This is similar to proposals such as

Hoekstra (1994), where have re-transitivizes the past participle.
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objects in a uniform fashion irrespective of the larger structure they
are embedded in.

(12)a. Infinitival:
[phal khaa-naa] sehat ke-liye achchhaa ho-taa
Fruit.Acc eat-Inf health for good be-Hab
hai
be.Prs.3Sg
‘Eating fruits is good for health.’

b. Past Participle:
Mala-ne phal khaa-ye the
Mala-Erg fruit.Acc eat-Pfv.MPl be.Pst.MPl
‘Mala had eaten the fruits.’

c. Imperfective/Habitual Participle:
Mala phal khaa-tii hai
Mala fruit.Acc eat-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg
‘Mala eats fruit.’

While the above examples do not contradict Mahajan’s proposal,
they also do not provide support to it. The null hypothesis is that the
case-assigning property of the verb is not affected by the location of
the vP.

Evidence against the claim that perfective participles do not assign
case to their objects comes from the fact that perfective participles
embedded in infinitivals allow for overt objects.

(13)a. [Lataa-ji-kaa yeh gaanaa gaa-yaa ho-naa] namumkin
Lataa-Hon-Gen this song sing-Pfv be-Inf impossible
hai
be.Prs.3Sg
‘Lataa-ji’s having sung this song is impossible.’

b. [Ashaa-ji-kaa yeh gaanaa gaa-yaa ho-naa]
Ashaa-Hon-Gen this song sing-Pfv be-Inf
[Lataa-ji-ke yeh gaanaa gaa-ye
Lataa-Hon-Gen.Obl this song sing-Pfv.Obl
ho-ne]-se zyaadaa mumkin hai
be-Inf.Obl-Instr more possible be.Prs.3Sg
‘Ashaa-ji’s having sung this song is more likely than Lataa-ji’s
having sung this song.’

In (13a,b), it is not plausible that the object case is licensed by matrix
tense. The infinitival tense cannot license object case, which must
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therefore be licensed by the perfective participle. There is also evi-
dence against the claim that infinitival verbs can optionally not assign
case, which will be introduced in the discussion of restructuring in
section 4.2.2.

Mahajan assumes that the embedded object overtly moves into the
matrix [Spec,AgrP]. Based on examples like (14), Davison (1991)
argues that the embedded object does not need to move out of the
embedded clause to trigger Long Distance Agreement.

(14) (from Davison 1991)
Mujhe zaruur ti aa-tii hai [saikil
me.Dat definitely come-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg cycle
chalaa-nii]i
ride-Inf.F
‘I certainly know how to ride a bicycle.’

Overt movement of the embedded object out of the infinitival clause
would destroy the constituency of the infinitival verb and the
embedded object and therefore predict incorrectly that (14) is ungram-
matical. A similar point can be made through adverbial placement. In (15),
the embedded trigger for LDA follows an adverb that modifies the
embedded clause.

(15) Rohan-ne aaj [phir-se mehnat kar-nii] chaah-ii
Rohan-Erg today again hardwork.F do-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Today Rohan wanted to work hard again.’

The word order facts suggest that the LDA trigger is in the embedded
clause. Therefore we can conclude that overt movement of the LDA
trigger out of the embedded clause is not required for LDA.

Another empirical problem arises with respect to the non-licensing
of subject case. Given that according to Mahajan’s proposal, the case
of the object of the infinitival complement is licensed by the matrix
verb, we expect it to be possible for the subject of the embedded
clause to also get case-licensed by matrix tense. As Mahajan himself
points out, this is not the case.

(16) *Ram-ne [Mohan jaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg Mohan go-Inf want-Pfv

In (16), the embedded predicate jaa ‘go’ does not assign case to its
subject Mohan. Firstly, jaa ‘go’ is an unaccusative and cannot assign
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case in principle, and secondly, even if it could assign case, it would
be assigning case to its object and not its subject. Therefore, without
further stipulation, it should be the case that Mohan is able to move
to the higher clause and get case-licensed there (and therefore trigger
LDA). As the ungrammaticality of (16) shows, this is not the case.

3. HANDLING LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT

3.1. The Basic Proposal

My proposal differs from earlier analyses of Long Distance Agree-
ment in dissociating Case and Agreement. Within this proposal,
heads enter into agreement relationships with elements that they do
not case-license.

I assume that case assignment takes place in the way suggested by
conventional theories of Case. For concreteness, I assume the fol-
lowing picture for transitive verbs: v, associated with transitive verbs,
assigns Accusative to objects. Ergative case is assigned by Tense in
association with transitive v and Perfective Aspect. Other combina-
tions of finite Tense, v, and Aspect lead to assignment of Nominative
to the subject. Once we go beyond transitive verbs, the picture is
much more complex. See Butt and King (2004) and Davison (2004)
for proposals that attempt to capture the diversity of Hindi-Urdu
case-assignment.

Next we come to Agreement. Agreement within the clausal system
is triggered by finite T0 with associated unvalued /-features. The
operation involved in deriving Hindi-Urdu agreement is similar in
many ways to the operation Agree developed in Chomsky (1998,
1999, 2001) but there are also crucial differences between the two. In
the discussion that follows I will introduce and motivate the prop-
erties of the operation that will be used to handle the Hindi-Urdu
agreement system. This operation will be referred to as AGREE.

(17) AGREE is the process by which a head X0 with unvalued
uninterpretable features (the Probe) identifies the closest
Y0/YP in its c-command domain with the relevant set
of visible matching (i.e. nondistinct) interpretable features
(the Goal), and uses the interpretable features of Y0/YP to
value its uninterpretable features. (If the Probe is /-complete
and the Goal has unvalued uninterpretable features, the Probe
values and deletes these features.)
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In section 7.2, the divergences between AGREE and Agree will be
brought out and an assimilation of the two will be presented.

Using AGREE, finite T0 identifies the nearest argument with
visible /-features and uses them to value its /-features. In (18a), the
nearest visible /-features are those of the subject, and finite T0 uses
them to value its unvalued /-features, resulting in subject agreement.
The subject in (18b) is overtly case-marked and as a result of a Hindi-
Urdu specific restriction,4 its /-features are not visible. The closest
visible /-features now belong to the object, and therefore finite T0

uses them to value its /-features, resulting in object agreement. Fi-
nally, if there are no visible /-features in the domain as in (18c), the
unvalued /-features of T0 receive a default realization i.e. [3MSg].

(18)a. subject agreement:
Mona amruud khaa-tii thii

Mona.F guava.F eat-Hab.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Mona used to eat guavas.’

b. object agreement:
Ram-ne imlii khaa-yii thii

Ram.M-Erg tamarind.F eat-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Ram had eaten tamarind.’

c. default agreement:
Mona-ne is kitaab-ko par:h-aa
Mona.F-Erg this.Obl book.F-Acc read-Pfv.MSg
thaa
be.Pst.MSg
‘Mona had read this book.’

The above discussion is able to derive the agreement on T0. But
as (18a,b) show, participles also agree with whatever T0 is agreeing
with. There are two options available here. The first option as-
sumes that only /-complete T0 (i.e. finite T0) can function as a
Probe in Hindi-Urdu. T0 tries to locate an element with /-features.
The closest head which has a putative /-feature specification is the
participial head Asp, which could be habitual or perfective (cf.
19).5

4 The nature of this restriction and its crosslinguistic distribution are discussed in

section 3.2.2.
5 The various heads in (19) are shown as head-initial merely to aid the exposition.

Their actual directionality is irrelevant for the structural point being made here.
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(19)a. T0[uF]. . .. [Asp0[uF] . . .. [vP SUBJ [/F] v [VP V OBJ[/F]]]]
(Asp = Habitual)

b. T0[uF] . . .. [Asp0[uF] . . .. [vP SUBJ-Erg v [VP V OBJ[/F]]]]
(Asp = Perfective,

v transitive)

However, the participial head does not have interpretable features
of its own. At this point, the features of T0 and the participial head
are not valued, but a dependency is created between them. Since the
features of T0 have not been valued, it looks further. In (18a), it
locates the subject and uses its features to value its unvalued
/-features and to covaluate the participle’s unvalued /-features (cf.
19a). In (18b), the subject is overtly case-marked and hence its
/-features are invisible (cf. 19b). T0 therefore locates the object and
both T0 and the participle come to agree with the object. Participial
agreement is now parasitic on T0 and when T0 does not locate an
argument with visible /-features as in (18c), both T0 and the par-
ticiple display default agreement. We can refer to the process by
which the unvalued /-features of the participial head are valued as
covaluation. In particular, we can say that T0 covaluates the parti-
cipial head.

The second option allows for both Asp0 and finite T0 to serve as
Probes. They both identify the same Goal (the object) and use its
interpretable /-features to value their own /-features. Asp0 is not /-
complete and hence does not block an AGREE relationship between
T0 and the object. This option seems considerably simpler than the
first. In particular, we do not need to specify the list of potential
probes. Anything with uninterpretable features qualifies. However,
the parasitic nature of Hindi-Urdu LDA suggests that the first option
is what seems to be in order.

Long Distance Agreement does not require any special treatment.
If we assume, following the first option, that finite T0 is the only
probe (and not Inf0), the closest visible set of /-features in (20)
belongs to the embedded object. Therefore the matrix T0 uses the
embedded object’s /-features to value its /-features.

(20) Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii thii

Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Ram had wanted to eat (the) bread.’

Like participial agreement in (18), infinitival agreement is also
covaluated by T0. Matrix T0 first enters into a relationship with the
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infinitival head Inf0 because Inf0 is the closest head with visible
though unvalued / features (cf. 21).

(21) T0[uF] [Subj-Erg V0 [Inf0[uF] . . .. OBJ[/F]]]

Then, when it finds an argument with visible and interpretable
/-features, it uses those features to value its own unvalued features
and covaluate the /-features of the infinitival head. Alternatively,
if both Inf0 and finite T0 function as probes, they both inde-
pendently use the features of the object to value their features. As
in (18), Inf0 does not constitute an intervener for the AGREE
relationship between finite T0 and the object because Inf0 is not
/-complete.

The proposal as it stands is able to explain the paradigm in (22).

(22)a. LDA but no infinitival agreement:
*Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-naa] chaah-ii thii

Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.MSg want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Ram had wanted to eat (the) bread.’

b. Infinitival agreement but no LDA:
*Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-aa thaa

Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Ram had wanted to eat (the) bread.’

Under the assumption that only finite T0 functions as a Probe, the
ungrammaticality of (22a,b) receives a common explanation. Inf0

cannot value its uninterpretable features by itself. Only finite T0 can
do this. So for Inf0’s uninterpretable features to be covaluated, T0’s
uninterpretable features must also get valued. To value its own fea-
tures, T0 must covaluate the features of the intervening Inf0. One
cannot happen without the other. The facts of (22) also follow if both
Inf0 and finite T0 are Probes – they both locate the same Goal and
independently enter into AGREE with it. Given the structure of
(22a,b), if Inf0 locates a Goal, then T0 will also locate the same Goal
and vice versa.

The choice between the two options – (i) finite T0 as the only Probe
and (ii) both finite T0 and Inf0 as Probes – is made by the facts
concerning the parasitic nature of LDA. These facts show that the
infinitival verb cannot agree with the embedded object if the embed-
ded object does not agree with the matrix finite T0. In the structures in
(23), the matrix T0 identifies the matrix subject as its Goal and does
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not enter into an AGREE relationship with the embedded object.
LDA is therefore not an option, yielding the ungrammaticality of
(23c,d). The ungrammaticality of (23b) is more puzzling.

(23)a. no LDA and no infinitival agreement:
Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-taa thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Hab.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Shahrukh wants to cut the branch.’

b. infinitival agreement but no LDA:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-taa thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Hab.MSg be.Pst.MSg

c. LDA but no infinitival agreement:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-tii thii

Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Hab.FSg be.Pst.FSg
d. LDA and infinitival agreement:

*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-tii thii

Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Hab.FSg be.Pst.FSg

If both Inf0 and finite T0 were Probes, we would expect (23b) to be
grammatical. Inf0 would identify the embedded object as its Goal
and enter into AGREE with it and the matrix finite T0 would enter
into AGREE with the matrix subject. Since (23b) is not in fact
grammatical, I take it that Inf0 cannot be a Probe by itself. The
ungrammaticality of (23b) follows if T0 is the only Probe. The
features of Inf0 can be valued only by finite T0 and this happens
only if T0 enters into an AGREE relationship with an element that
crosses Inf0. Since this is not the case in (23), infinitival agreement is
not possible.

It should be noted that the proposal for Long Distance Agreement
is the same as the proposal made for local object agreement. This
makes sense once we observe that similar structural relationships
hold in both local object agreement and Long Distance Agreement.
The finite T0 head is not directly related to the object that it agrees
with. Finite T0 is involved in the licensing of nominative/ergative case
on the subject while the case on the object is licensed by transitive v.
This can be shown by the fact that object case is licensed even when
the clause is non-finite (cf. 24).

(24) [imlii khaa-naa] achchhaa hai
tamarind.F eat-Inf good.Msg be.Prs.3Sg
‘To eat tamarind is good.’
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Further, in the process of valuating its /-features using the /-
features of the object, T0 also values the /-features of Asp0=Inf0.
Thus the relationship between finite T0 and the DP it agrees with as
well as the process by which the unvalued /-features of intervening
heads are covaluated is the same in both (18b) and (20).

3.2. Background Assumptions

3.2.1. Finiteness and /-completeness
In (18), finite T0 is overtly realized by a form of the auxiliary ‘be’.
Finite T0 is, however, not always overtly realized. Simple past tense
sentences in Hindi-Urdu do not involve an overt expression of tense
(cf. 25a). Further, negated present habitual sentences do not require
overt expression of tense (cf. 25b).

(25)a. Simple Past:
Ram-ne imlii khaa-yii
Ram.m-Erg tamarind.F eat-Pfv.FSg
‘Ram ate tamarind.’

b. Negated Present Habitual:
Mona Amruud nah~�: khaa-tii (hai)
Mona.F guava.m Neg eat-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg
‘Mona does not eat guavas.’

Despite the absence of an overt tense-bearing auxiliary in (25a), I
assume that there is a covert T0 head in (25a). It is possible that the
VþAsp0 complex combines via string-vacuous movement with this
head. The covert T0 head triggers agreement as discussed above. A
similar T0 head is also postulated for (25b) when there is no overt
tense-bearing auxiliary. More generally I assume that any interrog-
ative or declarative sentence that can appear by itself has a finite T0

head, which may or may not be realized overtly.
An important component of my analysis of Long Distance

Agreement has been that Inf0 does not constitute an intervener be-
tween the matrix finite T0 and the embedded object. This was related
to Inf0 not being /-complete. The notion of /-completeness was
introduced in Chomsky (1999) – finite/control C0=T0 is /-complete
because it has person features, while raising/ECM T0 is not /-com-
plete, lacking person features. An anonymous reviewer points out
that in Hindi-Urdu this straightforward correlation between mor-
phological realization of features and /-completeness does not work
fully (see also López 2002 for a discussion of the crosslinguistic
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manifestations of /-completeness). While it is true that no non-finite
form (Asp0, Inf0) displays person features, it is not the case that all
finite forms display person agreement. For example, the past tense
auxiliary, being derived historically from a participial form, agrees
only in number and gender and not in person. The present tense
auxiliary agrees in person and number but not in gender. Only the
future agrees in person, number, and gender. And yet, irrespective of
what features they overtly realize, all finite forms function as inter-
veners for the purpose of LDA. I take this to show that finite T0

always has features for Person, Number, and Gender, i.e. it is
/-complete. Whether these features are overtly realized or not
depends upon the morphological properties of the auxiliary involved.

3.2.2. Overt Case-Marking and the Visibility of /-features
The current proposal needs to assume that the /-features of overtly
case-marked NP’s and the PRO subject of the embedded infinitival
clause are not visible for the purposes of agreement. Existing analyses
of LDA in Hindi-Urdu need to make comparable assumptions. In
this section, I address the part of this assumption which concerns
overtly case-marked NP’s. The invisibility of PRO for the purposes of
agreement is addressed in section 4.2.2. in the context of the discus-
sion of restructuring, where it is proposed that the putative invisibility
of PRO follows the non-projection of a PRO subject in infinitival
clauses that permit LDA.

It is not known why overtly case-marked NP’s in Hindi-Urdu do
not agree, but this property of overtly case-marked NP’s being
invisible for agreement seems to be shared by several but not all
ergative Indo-Aryan languages. Kashmiri, Marathi, and Punjabi
pattern with Hindi-Urdu. But in Nepali, ergative subjects (which are
overtly case-marked) agree, and in a manner parallel to nominative
subjects.

(26) (Nepali, from Verma and Sharma (1979: 47))
a. Ergative Subject:

maile gaiko aaitvaar dhairai raksi: kha:~e
I-Erg gone Sunday a-lot alcohol eat-Pst.1Sg
‘I drank a lot last Sunday.’

b. Nominative Subject:
ma asti somvaar sku:lma: d:hi:lo a:~e
I-Nom last Monday school-in late come-Pst.1Sg
‘I was late to school last Monday.’
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In Gujarati, ergative subjects do not agree, but overtly case-marked
accusative objects do (cf. Subbarao 2001).

(27) (Gujarati, from Cardona (1965: 75))
a. mEN tehmahri behEn-one bolawi

I-Erg your sisters-Acc invited.F
‘I invited your sisters.’

b. pustek ‘book’ is Neuter
mEN a pustek-ne waNcyuN
I-Erg this book-Acc read.N
‘I read this book.’

In both (27a,b), the verb does not agree with the Ergative subject. It
does, however, agree with the overtly case-marked accusative object.
Because of the variation in the effect of overt case-marking on
agreement, Subbarao (2001) notes, and I concur, that the effect of
overt case-marking on agreement should be treated as an instance of
parametric variation and not as a universal. The Nepali facts dem-
onstrate that languages differ with respect to whether the presence of
overt case-marking blocks agreement. The Gujarati facts further re-
veal that even within a language, case-markers differ in whether they
block agreement. Ergative case-marking in Gujarati blocks agree-
ment but not accusative case-marking. See Comrie (1984) and Deo
and Sharma (2002) for a discussion of the variation manifested within
the Modern Indo-Aryan languages with respect to the relationship
between overt case-marking on a DP and the visibility of that XP’s
agreement features.

3.3. Directionality

When there is Long Distance Agreement, we find an embedded object
agreeing with the matrix T0. However, the reverse process, where the
infinitival verb agrees with the matrix subject, is not attested (cf. 28).6

6 The directionality facts provide a clear argument against a naı̈ve restructuring

analysis of LDA. According to such an analysis, Long Distance Agreement would
involve ‘clause union’ i.e. all the verbs would form a single unit which would together
combine with the nominal arguments. But then given the agreement system of Hindi-

Urdu, such an analysis would make the incorrect prediction that (28b) is gram-
matical. This argument does not carry over to more sophisticated analyses of
restructuring such as Wurmbrand (2001) which do not handle restructuring phe-

nomena in terms of ‘clause union’.
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(28) (from Mahajan 1989)
a. Infinitival verb shows default agreement:

Mona [kuttõ-ko dekh-naa] chaah-tii
Mona.F dog.MPl-Acc see-Inf.M.Sg want-Hab.F
thii

be.Pst.FSg
‘Mona wanted to see the dogs.’

b. Infinitival verb agrees with matrix subject:
*Mona [kuttõ-ko dekh-nii] chaah-tii
Mona.F dog.MPl-Acc see-Inf.F.Sg want-Hab.F
thii

be.Pst.FSg

This feature of agreement follows from the way AGREE operates. To
see why a structurally lower argument can agree with a higher head but
a structurally higher argument cannot agree with a lower head, let us
examine the structures involved in long distance agreement and in the
unattested (28) that involves ‘downward’ agreement.

(29)a. Long Distance Agreement:
Before AGREE: T0[uF] . . . [Inf0[uF] . . . DP[/F]]
After AGREE: T0[/F] . . . [Inf0[/F] . . . DP[/F]]

b. ‘Downward’ Agreement:
Before AGREE: T0[uF] . . . DP[/F] . . . [Inf0[uF] . . .. ]
*After AGREE: T0[/F] . . . DP[/F] . . . [Inf0[/F] . . ..]
(unattested)

In (29a), T0 seeks an appropriate element to value its unvalued fea-
tures. The first element it finds is Inf0. This leads to T0 and Inf0

entering into a relationship, but since Inf0 does not have any inter-
pretable features, the features of both stay unvalued. T0 looks further
and finds the embedded DP object and enters into AGREE with it. It
uses the DP’s features to value its own features and covaluate the
features of Inf0.

In (29b), T0 right away locates the matrix DP and enters into
AGREE with it. Since its unvalued features are valued by the DP, it
cannot look further. Therefore it does not enter into a relationship
with the Inf0 and Inf0 cannot access the matrix DP’s features via
covaluation. In the system under discussion, Inf0 never participates in
agreement by itself. But even if it could, it would not be able to agree
with the matrix DP in (29b) because the matrix DP is not in Inf0’s
c-command domain and a head can only enter into an AGREE
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relationship with a DP in its c-command domain (cf. the definition of
AGREE in (17)).

3.4. Agreement not Case

The current analysis dissociates Case from Agreement. Therefore it
does not predict spurious case-licensings. As discussed earlier, this
was a problem for Mahajan (1989).

(30) *Ram-ne [Mohan jaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg Mohan go-Inf want-Pfv

It was unclear under Mahajan’s analysis why Mohan, the embedded
subject, could not receive case from matrix tense while embedded ob-
jects could. This problem does not arise within the current proposal
becausematrixTense is not involved inCase-licensing the arguments of
the infinitival clause. Object case is licensed because of the infinitival
verb andMohan cannot surface as the subject of the infinitival because
there is no source for case within the infinitival clause. If a source for
case is provided, the sentence becomes grammatical.

(31) Ram-ne [Mohan-kaa jaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg Mohan-Gen go-Inf want-Pfv
‘Ram wanted Mohan’s leaving.’

4. LONG DISTANCE AGREEMENT ENVIRONMENTS

4.1. No LDA out of Finite Clauses

Long Distance Agreement can only involve arguments of infinitival
clauses. It cannot attract the features of an embedded finite clause.

(32)a. T0[D] A-Erg V [C0 [T0[B] B . . .
Firoz-ne soch-aa ki [Mona ghazal
Firoz-Erg think-Pfv.MSg that Mona.F ghazal.F
gaa-tii hai]
sing-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg
‘Firoz thought that Mona sings ghazals.’

b. *T0[B] A-Erg V [C0 [T0[B] B . . .
*Firoz-ne Soch-ii ki [Mona ghazal
Firoz-Erg think-Pfv.FSg that Mona.F ghazal.F
gaa-tii hai]
sing-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg
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The embedded clause is a finite CP and given that finite CPs con-
stitute strong phases plus the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC)
of Chomsky (1999), the embedded finite T0 and other TP-internal
material would be invisible to the matrix finite T0.

Due to the head-final nature of Hindi-Urdu and the unavailability
of reliable adverbial markers, it is not clear whether the embedded
subject resides in [Spec,TP] or in a lower position. If the embedded
subject is in a lower position than [Spec,TP], then a Minimality-based
explanation that is independent of assumptions about phases be-
comes available. The matrix finite T0 cannot ‘look past’ another finite
T0 while looking for an argument with visible interpretable /-fea-
tures. Because of the minimality condition on AGREE, the matrix T0

in (32a) cannot attract the features of B over the intervening finite T0

in the embedded clause. However, we also need to explain why the
matrix T0 cannot attract the features from the embedded T0. The
explanation comes from the observation that a finite T0 with unval-
ued /-features can only AGREE with ‘real’ /-features, i.e. inter-
pretable /-features associated with a nominal, and not the
uninterpretable /-features of another inflectional head. The case in
(32) differs from the case in (20). There, both the matrix verb and the
infinitival verb agree with the embedded object. Note though that in
(20), the matrix verb is not actually agreeing with the infinitival verb.
It is agreeing with the embedded object and in the process is coval-
uating the intervening unvalued /-features of the infinitival verb.

4.2. Restructuring and Long Distance Agreement

It might appear from the preceding discussion that Long Distance
Agreement is always possible out of infinitival clauses. This, however,
is not the case.

(33)a. [mehnat kar-naa/ *kar-nii] achchhaa/*ii ho-taa/*ii
hardwork.F do-Inf.D do-Inf.F good.D/F be-Hab.D/F
hai
be.Prs.3Sg
‘It is good to work hard.’

b. Anjum-ne Saddaf-ko [chit:t:hii likh-ne]-ko
Anjum-Erg Saddaf-Dat letter.F write-Inf.Obl-Dat
kah-aa/*ii thaa/*thii
say-Pfv.MSg/F be.Pst.MSg/F
‘Anjum told Saddaf to write a letter.’
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Let us contrast the non-LDA environments in (33) with the LDA
environments in (34).

(34)a. mantri-ji-ne [saare samaachaar jaan-ne]
minister-Hon-Erg all.MPl news.MPl know-Inf.MPl
chaah-e the

want-Pfv.MPl be.Pst.MPl
‘The minister had wanted to know all the news.’

b. Nadia-ko [gaar: ii chalaanii] aa-tii hai
Nadia-Dat car.F drive-Inf.F come-Hab.F be.Prs.3Sg
‘Nadia knows how to drive a car.’

c. Nadia-ne [Sarosh-ko gaar: ii chalaa-ne] di-i

Nadia-Erg Sarosh-Acc car.F drive-Ger.Obl let-Pfv.FSg
‘Nadia let Sarosh drive the car.’

An important difference between the environments in (34) and the
environments in (33) is that the environments in (34), but not the
environments in (33), involve complex predicate formation/re-
structuring.

4.2.1. Identifying Restructuring
The notion of restructuring has been discussed extensively for the
Germanic and the Romance languages. Restructuring refers to a
class of phenomena where certain ordinarily clause-bounded pro-
cesses apply across the boundaries of infinitival clauses. The exact
processes implicated seem to vary from language to language. Clitic
climbing is a signature property of restructuring in Romance lan-
guages. Clitic climbing is possible out of the complement of a
restructuring verb (= a restructuring infinitive) but not out of the
complement of a non-restructuring verb (cf. Aissen and Perlmutter
(1976/1983) and Rizzi (1976/1978) a.o.).

(35) (from Wurmbrand (1998: 35))
a. want is a restructuring verb, Clitic Climbing

Gianni loi ha voluto [leggere ti]
Gianni it-CL has wanted to-read tCL
‘Gianni wanted to read it.’

b. decide is not a restructuring verb, No Clitic Climbing
*Gianni loi ha deciso [leggere ti]
Gianni it-CL has decided to-read tCL
‘Gianni decided to read it.’
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The corresponding property for the Germanic languages is Long
Distance Scrambling. In general non-focus scrambling in German
cannot cross clause boundaries. Scrambling is, however, possible out
of the complements of restructuring verbs like try.

(36) (from Wurmbrand (2001: 41))
a. try is a restructuring verb, Long Distance Scrambling

dass Hans [den Traktor]i versucht has [ti zu
that John the-Acc tractor tried had to
reparieren]
repair
‘that John (has) tried to repair the tractor’

b. plan is a non-restructuring verb, No Long Distance
Scrambling
%dass Hans [den Traktor]i geplant hat [ti zu
that John the-Acc tractor planned has to
reparieren]
repair
‘that John (has) planned to repair the tractor.’

The verbs out of whose complements we find Long Distance
Agreement in Hindi-Urdu - want, let, know how – are restructuring
predicates in many languages. Want, in particular, is a prototypical
restructuring predicate (Dutch, German, Italian, Spanish, Catalan
a.o.). The status of let seems to vary crosslinguistically and sometimes
even among different speakers of the same language. In a detailed study
of restructuring/complex predicate phenomena in Hindi-Urdu, Butt
(1995) shows convincingly that let in Hindi-Urdu involves restructur-
ing. She also shows that (33b) does not involve restructuring (in her
terms, complex predicate formation). The diagnostics she uses involve
control, anaphora, and agreement. Unfortunately, out of these three
diagnostics, only agreement is applicable to (34a,b).7

I introduce a new diagnostic based on the scope of negation in an
embedded infinitival clause. Negation in a restructuring infinitive can
take scope over the embedding verb. In other environments, the scope

7 An anonymous reviewer points out that while all of (34a–c) might involve
restructuring, this does not presuppose a common analysis and further notes that

LDA with complements of the permissive de ‘give, let’ and LDA with complements
of chaah ‘want’ and aa ‘come, know how’ differ in optionality. With the former LDA
is obligatory while with the latter it is optional. We will return to this issue when we

address the optionality of LDA in section 6.
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of negation is clause-bound. See Mahajan (1990b) for an analysis of
these facts. To diagnose the scope of negation, a NPI will be placed in
the subject position of the matrix clause. With a restructuring verb
like want, we find that a negation embedded in the infinitival clause is
able to license an NPI in the matrix subject position.

(37)a. Restructuring Infinitive: embedded negation licenses
matrix NPI
ek-bhii lar:ke-ne [Sita-kii kitaab nah~�: par:h-nii]
one-PSI boy-Erg Sita-Gen.F book.F Neg read-Inf.F
chaah-ii
want-Pfv.FSg
‘Not even a single boy wanted to read Sita’s book.’

In contrast, a negation embedded in a non-restructuring infinitive is
unable to license a matrix NPI.

(38)a. *ek-bhii lar:ke-ne Sita-se [kitaab nah~�: par:h-ne]-ko
one-PSI boy-Erg Sita-Inst book.F Neg go-Inf.Obl-Dat
kah-aa
say-Pfv

b. ek-bhii lar:ke-ne Sita-se [kitaab par:h-ne]-ko nah~�:
one-PSI boy-Erg Sita-Inst book.F go-Inf.Obl-Dat Neg
kah-aa
say-Pfv
‘Not even a single boy told Sita to read the book.’

The facts stay the same in (39), showing that we have a non-
restructuring infinitive here. This is to be expected because the
infinitival clause in question is in a subject position and restructuring
is only an option for complement infinitival clauses.

(39)a. [mehnat nah~�: kar-naa] (*kabhii-bhii) achchhaa
hardwork.F Neg do-Inf.3MSg ever good.MSg
ho-taa hai
be-Hab.MSg be.Prs.3Sg
‘To not work is (*ever) good.’

b. [mehnat kar-naa] (kabhii-bhii) achchhaa nah~�:
hardwork.F do-Inf.3MSg ever good.MSg Neg
ho-taa hai
be-Hab.MSg be.Prs.3Sg
‘To work isn’t (ever) good.’
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The above demonstration supports the conclusion that Long Dis-
tance Agreement is restricted to restructuring infinitives.

4.2.2. Towards an Analysis of Restructuring
Having established a correlation between Restructuring and Long
Distance Agreement, we need to address the question of why this
correlation exists. A range of approaches to restructuring share the
property that they treat restructuring infinitives as being somehow
reduced or deficient, as lacking some property that non-restructuring
infinitives have. The intuition is that it is this property that blocks
Long Distance Agreement. To make this intuition precise, we need to
adopt a particular analysis of restructuring. I will adopt a modified
version of Wurmbrand’s (2001) treatment of restructuring infinitives.
The central idea behind Wurmbrand’s (2001) proposal is that
restructuring infinitives are reduced structures which do not involve
projection of an embedded subject.

(40) [Subject [v [VP VRV [InfinitivalVP V OBJ]]]]

In addition, Wurmbrand (2001) argues that in German, Japanese,
Italian and Spanish, there is no source for the licensing of accusative
case within the restructuring infinitive. The case-licensor for the
embedded object is external to the restructuring infinitive. In (40), the
case on the embedded OBJ would be licensed by the v associated with
the matrix clause. Wurmbrand’s proposal is motivated by the facts
associated with ‘Long Passive’ in German.

(41) ‘Long Passive’
a. Restructuring Infinitive: (from Wurmbrand (2001: 19))

dass der Traktor zu reparieren versucht wurde
that the-Nom tractor to repair tried was
‘that they tried to repair the tractor.’

b. Nonrestructuring Infinitive: (from Wurmbrand (2001: 36))
*dass der Traktor zu reparieren geplant wurde
that the-Nom tractor to repair planned was
‘that they planned to repair the tractor.’

Under Wurmbrand’s (2001) proposal, the facts of the ‘Long Passive’
follow straightforwardly and the construction is assimilated to the
regular passive. Once the matrix clause is passivized, in consonance
with Burzio’s Generalization, the matrix v can no longer license
accusative case on the embedded object. The embedded object needs
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to find its case-licensor higher in the tree. In (41a), the licensor is finite
T0 and the embedded object appears in the nominative.

I adopt Wurmbrand’s (2001) proposal for restructuring but with a
principled difference in that I allow for restructuring infinitives in
Hindi-Urdu to license accusative case. The deviation from Wurm-
brand’s (2001) proposal is a principled one because Hindi-Urdu is a
well-known exception to Burzio’s Generalization (see Mahajan 1995,
a.o.). Passivization does not block licensing of accusative case in
Hindi-Urdu.

(42) Sita-ko Ram-dwaaraa d: ã:t:-aa ga-yaa
Sita-Acc Ram-by scold-Pfv.MSg PASS-Pfv.MSg
‘Sita was scolded by Ram.’

In addition the facts involving ‘Long Passive’ that motivated the case-
licensing component of Wurmbrand’s (2001) analysis do not obtain
in Hindi-Urdu. The verb let, which allows for LDA and has been
shown by Butt (1995) to be a restructuring predicate, can be pas-
sivized in Hindi-Urdu, but the embedded object of its infinitival
complement cannot appear in the nominative.

(43) [Sita-ko mujhe/*m~E piit:-ne] di-yaa ga-yaa
Sita-Dat me.Acc/I.Nom hit-Inf.Obl give-Pfv.MSg Pass-Pfv.MSg
‘Sita was allowed to hit me.’ (=‘Someone let Sita hit me.’)

The unacceptability of the embedded object appearing in the nomi-
native indicates that restructuring infinitives in Hindi-Urdu do not
have a structure where they do not license accusative. If they did, we
would expect the embedded object to appear in the nominative.

The structures I adopt for restructuring and non-restructuring
infinitival complements of verbs like chaah ‘want’ differ in whether
they involve the projection of a PRO subject.

(44)a. Hindi-Urdu Restructuring Infinitive:
[Subject [v [VP VRV [Inf0 [vP v [VP V OBJ]]]]]]

b. Hindi-Urdu Non-Restructuring Infinitive:
[Subject [v [VP VNRV [Inf0 [vP PRO v [VP V OBJ]]]]]]

We can now motivate an assumption we made earlier concerning the
role of PRO in the infinitival clause. The assumption was that the
PRO was invisible for the purposes of agreement. This was why it did
not serve as a closer Goal than the embedded object for the matrix T0
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Probe. With the structures in (44) in hand, the invisibility of PRO
follows straightforwardly. It is just not projected in a restructuring
infinitive. When it is projected, as in a non-restructuring infinitive,
it blocks Long Distance Agreement by functioning as a closer
Goal than the embedded object. The correlation between restruc-
turing and LDA is now related to the structure of restructuring
infinitives. This structural difference between restructuring and
non-restructuring infinitives will also be relevant in our analysis of
the optionality of Long Distance Agreement, as we shall see in
section 6.

Apart from a syntactically projected subject, non-restructuring
infinitives can have additional structure. In (33b), for example, the
infinitival clause is overtly case marked, suggesting the presence of
additional syntactic structure. Restructuring infinitives, however,
never have additional structure. This helps derive a generalization
noted in Hook (1979:29) and Butt (1995:78) that LDA is not possible
out of an overtly case-marked infinitival clause. The presence of the
case-marking implicates additional structure, which in turn rules out
the restructuring and therefore LDA.

4.3. Infinitives and Gerunds

This is a good point to add to the discussion the fact that infinitival
clauses in Hindi-Urdu have nominal properties. Butt (1993, 1995)
gives many arguments for analyzing Hindi-Urdu infinitival clauses as
noun phrases. These arguments are based on the isomorphy of
infinitival and nominal morphology and the ability of infinitival verbs
to receive case-marking, among others. I accept the basic thrust of
Butt’s arguments but I believe her conclusion that all infinitival
clauses in Hindi-Urdu are NPs is too strong. The fact of the matter is
that there is no morphological distinction between gerunds and
infinitivals in Hindi-Urdu. This does not mean that a form with
gerundive/infinitival morphology is necessarily a gerund (i.e. an
NP). The facts from LDA provide a way to distinguish between
gerunds and infinitivals. Gerunds, like NPs, have /-features of
their own even though these features may be default features. In-
finitivals on the other hand do not have valued features of their
own. They may, however, have their features covaluated by a
higher finite T0 head.

One way to force a gerundive analysis is to examine structures
with internally case-licensed genitive subjects. Genitive subjects are
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found in Hindi-Urdu only in nominal environments and their pres-
ence is a reliable indicator that what we have is a gerund. If we embed
an infinitival/gerundive clause with a genitive subject in an environ-
ment where LDA is otherwise possible, we find, as has been noted by
Davison (1991) and Butt (1995), that Long Distance Agreement is
blocked.

(45)a. Embedded infinitival clause can have a genitive subject:
?Firoz-ne [Shabnam-kaa rot: ii khaa-naa] chaah-aa
Firoz-Erg Shabnam-Gen bread.F eat-Inf want-Pfv.MSg
‘Firoz wanted Shabnam’s eating bread.’

b. LDA not possible in presence of genitive subject of
infinitival clause:
*Firoz-ne [Shabnam-kaa rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii
Firoz-Erg Shabnam-Gen bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg

c. LDA possible if there is no subject:
Firoz-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii
Firoz-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Firoz wanted to eat bread.’

The blocking of Long Distance Agreement can be seen as a
Minimality Effect on the application of AGREE. If a maximal pro-
jection is of the kind that potentially has /-features, T0 cannot
AGREE with the /-features of a maximal projection inside it.

(46) *X0[B] . . . [A . . . B . . .]
(Both A and B are the same kind of category)

The clauses in (45a,b) are gerunds with intrinsic, though default,
features. These features block matrix T0 from participating in
AGREE with an object inside the gerund. The clause in (45c) can be
an infinitival and when analyzed as an infinitival clause has no
intrinsic features of its own. Consequently LDA is not blocked.

5. CROSSLINGUISTIC EXTENSIONS

5.1. Long Distance Agreement in Kashmiri and a Dialect
of Hindi-Urdu

An important aspect of the Hindi-Urdu data under discussion has
been the parasitic nature of infinitival agreement. This is exemplified
by the contrast between (47a) and (47b).
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(47)a. infinitival agreement but no LDA:
*Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-nii] chaah-taa thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.F want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg

b. no LDA and no infinitival agreement:
Shahrukh [t:ehnii kaat:-naa] chaah-taa thaa
Shahrukh branch.F cut-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Shahrukh wants to cut the branch.’

However, there are speakers of Hindi-Urdu for whom (47a) is
acceptable. Mahajan (1989: 234) notes that (47a) is unacceptable for
most, but not all, speakers. Davison (1988), Butt (1995), and Bickel
and Yadava (2000) also report the acceptability of examples like
(47a). Therefore I treat the issue of the acceptability of (47a) as one of
dialectal variation.

Features that figure in dialectal variation tend to also appear in
crosslinguistic variation, and therefore it is not surprising that there is
a closely related Modern Indo-Aryan language where the structure
corresponding to (47a) is grammatical. In Kashmiri, infinitival
agreement is not parasitic on Long Distance Agreement (cf.
Subbarao and Munshi 2000).

(48)a. Infinitival Agreement, LDA
Raam-an che hameeSI yatshImatsI [panInis necivis
Ram-Erg be.Prs.F always wanted.FPl self.Dat son.Dat

khAAtrI koori vuchini]
for girls see-Inf.FPl
‘Ram has always wanted to see girls for his son.’

b. Infinitival Agreement, no LDA
Raam-an chu hameeSI yotshImut [panInis
Ram-Erg be.Prs.MSg always wanted.MSg self.Dat
necivis khAAtrI koori vuchini]
son.Dat for girls see-Inf.FPl
‘Ram has always wanted to see girls for his son.’

Infinitival agreement also takes place when Long Distance Agree-
ment is not even a possibility.

(49) (Sadaf Munshi p.c.)
a. Raam chu yatsaan [koori vuchini]

Ram be.Prs.MSg want-Impfv Girls see-Inf.FPl
‘Ram wants to see the girls.’
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b. Zoon che yatsaan [koori vuchini]
Zoon.F be.Prs.F want-Impfv girls see-Inf.FPl
‘Zoon wants to see the girls.’

In (49a,b), the matrix subject gets Nominative case and therefore the
verb agrees with it. Consequently, there is no room for the infinitival
object to display Long Distance Agreement with the matrix verb.
However, this does not block the object from agreeing with the
infinitival verb.

5.1.1. Butt (1995)’s Analysis of Long Distance Agreement
Butt (1995) proposes an analysis of Long Distance Agreement for a
dataset where LDA is not parasitic, i.e. (47a) is grammatical. Since
Butt’s (1995) analysis seems to extend to theKashmiri data, I introduce
her proposal before going on to my own analysis of Kashmiri and the
relevant Hindi-Urdu dialect. Davison’s (1991) analysis of LDA seems
tomake the samepredictions asButt (1995) and therefore in the interest
of brevity it is not summarized separately.

Butt’s (1995) analysis of LDA reduces LDA to two instances of
local agreement. The first instance involves agreement between the
object of the embedded infinitival clause and the infinitival verb and
the second instance involves agreement between the infinitival clause
and the matrix verb.

(50) Salman-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii
Salman-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Salman wanted to eat the bread.’

As noted in Section 4.3, Butt argues that the infinitival clause in
Hindi-Urdu is really a gerund. Thus it is possible for it to have
/-features. It does not have /-features of its own, but it can acquire
/-features by agreement with its highest non-overtly case-marked
argument.8 In (50), this is rot: ii ‘bread’, and so the infinitival verb
comes to have the /-features of its object, namely [FSg]. Since the
infinitival clause is a nominal complement of the main verb, and
moreover the only non-overtly case-marked one with /-features, the

8 Like Mahajan (1989) and Butt (1995) also needs to make an assumption that we

can call ‘the PRO invisibility’ assumption. It is important for Butt that the object is
the structurally most prominent non-overtly case-marked argument in the embedded
clause. If the PRO were visible, then it would be the most prominent argument and

the infinitival verb would agree with it.
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main verb agrees with it and comes to have the /-features [FSg]. Thus
in two steps, the matrix verb comes to agree ‘long distance’ with the
object of the infinitival clause. Note that for Butt, the agreement of
the embedded object with the infinitival verb is independent of
whether the infinitival verb then agrees with the matrix verb or not.
This allows her to handle a Hindi-Urdu dialect where infinitival
agreement is not dependent upon matrix agreement. But for the same
reason, it is unable to handle the dialect where infinitival agreement is
parasitic on matrix agreement.

Butt derives the optionality of Long Distance Agreement by
arguing that Hindi-Urdu has an optional rule of Noun Incorpo-
ration in the sense of Mohanan (1995). Incorporation is taken by
Butt to block agreement between the object and the infinitive, and
consequently between the infinitive and the main verb. In other
words, when there is incorporation, there is no Long Distance
Agreement. As we will see in section 6.4, this proposal correlating
the absence of LDA with incorporation has desirable semantic
consequences. However, this explanation for optionality is prob-
lematic because Noun Incorporation does not by itself provide an
explanation for the optionality of Long Distance Agreement.
Mohanan (1995) and Wescoat (2000, 2001) point out that Incor-
poration of the sort that they assume does not block agreement –
it seems to not affect agreement at all. Consider (51a,b), which
Mohanan (1995) argues involve obligatory incorporation of the
object.

(51)a. Anil-ne lar:ke dekh-e/ *dekh-aa
Anil-Erg boys.M see-Pfv.MPl/ see-Pfv.D
‘Anil saw boys.’

b. Anil-ne lar:kiyã: dekh-~�:/ *dekh-aa
Anil-Erg girls.Pl see-Pfv.FPl/ see-Pfv.D
‘Anil saw girls.’

The fact that a (putatively) incorporated NP can agree plays an
important role in Mohanan’s (1995) and Wescoat’s (2000, 2001)
analyses of Noun Incorporation in Hindi. These analyses postulate
multiple levels of representation – on the level where agreement
relationships are represented, the NP is not incorporated.

5.1.2. Handling Kashmiri LDA
Because infinitival agreement in Kashmiri is independent of matrix
agreement, it seems to be a language where Butt’s (1995) analysis
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would make exactly the right predictions: the infinitival verb
would agree locally with the embedded object and acquire its
features, and then the matrix predicate agrees with the infinitival
clause giving us the appearance of Long Distance Agreement. How-
ever, closer examination of the data reveals that the facts are more
complicated than Butt’s analysis would predict. In Kashmiri, we find
that infinitival verbs agree with their objects (if non-overtly case-
marked) quite generally.

(52) (from Wali and Koul (1997))
a. [mohnIn’ yi philim vuchIn’] chu

Mohan-Gen-FSg this film.FSg see-Inf.FSg be.Prs.MSg
mumkin
possible
‘Mohan’s seeing this film is possible.’

b. [mohnIn’ kita:b tsu:ri nin’] chu
Mohan-Gen-FSg book.FSg steal-Inf.FSg be.Prs.MSg
ha:ra:nkun
surprising
‘Mohan’s stealing the book is surprising.’

These are environments where in Hindi-Urdu the infinitival clause
was argued to be a gerund and where Long Distance Agreement
was noted to be impossible. It turns out that Long Distance
Agreement is impossible in environments like (52) in Kashmiri too.
This is not what we expect if we assume Butt’s analysis. According
to Butt’s analysis, the matrix verb should agree with the infinitival
clause, i.e. there should be Long Distance Agreement yielding the
ungrammatical (53).

(53) (Sadaf Munshi p.c.)
a. *[mohnIn’ yi philim vuchIn’] che

Mohan-Gen-FSg this film.FSg see-Inf.FSg be.Prs.FSg
mumkin
possible

b. *[mohnIn’ kita:b tsu:ri nin’] che

Mohan-Gen-FSg book.FSg steal-Inf.FSg be.Prs.FSg
ha:ra:nkun
surprising

The facts from Kashmiri (and the dialect of Hindi-Urdu discussed
by Butt) can be explained if we assume that Inf0 in Kashmiri (but not
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in the dialect of Hindi-Urdu discussed in the rest of the paper)
functions as a Probe for AGREE. This is shown by the fact that
infinitival agreement in Kashmiri is not parasitic on Long Distance
Agreement. After entering into AGREE, Inf0 cannot by itself trigger
further agreement on a higher T0 because the features on Inf0 are
uninterpretable, and by the definition of AGREE a Probe can only
use interpretable features to value its unvalued features. Further, for
the reasons pertaining to restructuring discussed in section 4.2.2, the
Probe T0 is unable to see the object inside the infinitival subject in
(52). Therefore the object cannot function as a Goal for the matrix T0

Probe and the matrix T0 Probe cannot use the interpretable features
of the object to value its unvalued agreement features (cf. the
ungrammaticality of Long Distance Agreement in (53)).

Let us also examine how Long Distance Agreement takes place in
Kashmiri (cf. 48a). Inf0 in Kashmiri functions as a Probe. It identifies
the embedded object as a Goal and uses its interpretable /-features to
value its unvalued /-features. Once the features of Inf0 have been
valued, they are eliminated from narrow syntax. Next, matrix T0

functions as a Probe. The matrix subject is ergative, i.e. overtly case-
marked, so it is invisible for the purposes of AGREE. Inf0 no longer
has any agreement features, interpretable or uninterpretable. This is
why Inf0 does not block matrix T0 from probing further for an
appropriate Goal. An additional reason that Inf0 does not block
matrix T0 from probing further for an appropriate Goal is that Inf0 is
not /-complete – it does not have person features. The embedded
object is found next. It has interpretable features and can function as
a Goal. The Probe therefore enters into an AGREE relationship with
it and uses the Goal’s interpretable features to value its own unvalued
agreement features, yielding Long Distance Agreement.

It can be concluded therefore that despite initial appearances, the
Kashmiri Long Distance Agreement data do not provide support to
Butt’s analysis of Long Distance Agreement. The central and
attractive idea behind Butt’s analysis is that Long Distance Agree-
ment can be reduced to a series of short distance agreements. Earlier
in this paper, it was demonstrated that the facts from the dialect of
Hindi-Urdu discussed in this paper cannot be explained by Butt’s
analysis. The facts from Kashmiri (and the dialect of Hindi-Urdu
discussed by Butt) still seemed to be compatible with her analysis. A
closer examination of the facts of Kashmiri revealed that Long
Distance Agreement was possible in exactly those environments
where it was predicted by our analysis and impossible in certain
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environments where Butt’s analysis predicts it to be possible.9 The
difference between Hindi-Urdu and Kashmiri was reduced to the
nature of infinitival agreement in the two languages. In Kashmiri
infinitival agreement is obligatory while in Hindi-Urdu it is
parasitic on Long Distance Agreement. Regardless of the lan-
guage, agreement is only possible with an XP that has its own
/-features and not one that has itself acquired its /-features by
agreement.

5.2. Long Distance Agreement in Tsez

Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) discuss a case of Long Distance
Agreement found in the Nakh-Daghestanian language Tsez. Long
Distance Agreement in Tsez has properties that are significantly
different from Hindi-Urdu Long Distance Agreement. However, the
operation AGREE used to derive agreement in Hindi-Urdu is able to
derive Long Distance Agreement in Tsez also.

Long Distance Agreement in Tsez differs from the Hindi-Urdu
pattern in two important ways. The embedded clause is a finite clause
and the NP that triggers Long Distance Agreement can be either an
embedded subject or an embedded object.

(54) (ex. 48 from Polinsky and Potsdam (2001))
a. Embedded object triggers agreement:

eni-r [už-�a Magalu b-�ac’-ru-łi]
mother-Dat boy-Erg bread.III.Abs III-eat-PSTPRT-NMLZ
b-iy-xo
III-know-Prs
‘The mother knows the boy ate the bread.’

b. Embedded subject triggers agreement:
eni-r [uži /-�ay-ru-łi] /-iy-xo
mother-Dat boy.I.Abs I-arrive-PSTPRT-NMLZ I-know-Prs
‘The mother knows the boy arrived.’

In addition, Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) demonstrate that the
agreement trigger in Tsez has to be an embedded topic, which
undergoes covert movement to the edge of a Topic Phrase as shown
in (55).

9 Because the facts for the data corresponding to the crucial Kashmiri facts in (53)
in the relevant Hindi-Urdu dialect are not available to me, the scope of my con-

clusion is limited to Kashmiri.
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(55) (ex. 94 from Polinsky and Potsdam (2001))
eni-r [TopP magalui [Top0 ½IP už-�a
Mother-Dat bread.III.Abs boy-Erg
ti b-�ac’-ru-łi] Top0]] b-iy-xo

III-eat-PSTPRT-NMLZ III-know-Prs
‘The mother knows the boy ate the bread.’

The matrix predicate head-governs the embedded topic in (55) and
Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) take this configuration to be the one
relevant for Long Distance Agreement.10 Though the facts of Tsez
Long Distance Agreement are complex, it seems that AGREE can
derive them. Let us assume that as in Hindi-Urdu, matrix finite T0

has unvalued /-features and serves as a Probe. Again as in Hindi-
Urdu, only the /-features of absolutive (non-overtly case-marked)
arguments are visible. For this reason, the dative subject eni-r ‘mo-
ther-DAT’ is unable to value T0’s features. T0 probes further. Now
there is an important difference with Hindi-Urdu. As shown by the
clause-internal licensing of an overt subject, the embedded clause is a
finite clause with its own finite T0. We know from the discussion in
section 4.1 that in Hindi-Urdu matrix T0 cannot enter into an
AGREE relation with an argument of an embedded finite clause.
How then do we get Long Distance Agreement?

Polinsky and Potsdam’s (2001) demonstration that topics in Tsez
obligatorily move covertly to the edge of a Topic Phrase that domi-
nates the IP and that only embedded topics trigger Long Distance
Agreement provides an answer to the above question. The embedded
agreement trigger, an object in (54a), moves to the edge of the Topic
Phrase. In this position, it is visible to the matrix T0. Consequently
matrix T0 can enter into an AGREE relationship with the object in
(54a). In case the embedded object is not a topic, it does not move to
the edge of the TopP. Then, for the reasons noted in section 4.1, the
embedded object is not visible to the matrix T0 and there can be no
AGREE relationship between the two. This point is demonstrated by
(56).

10 Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) also suggest that Tsez Long Distance Agreement
can be handled in term of Chomsky’s (1999) Agree. This is unlikely to be the case for

reasons that will be discussed in Section 7.2.
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(56) (ex. 64 from Polinsky and Potsdam (2001))
babi-r [kidb-�a eni-r kumek
father-Dat girl-Erg mother-Dat help.III.Abs
b-oy-xosi-łi] r-iyxo/*b-iyxo
III-make-PRSPRT-NMLZ.IV IV-knows/III.knows
‘The father knows that the girl is helping the mother.’

The noun kumek ‘help’ that triggers local agreement is part of a light
verb (N–V) construction. It does not refer and cannot serve as a
topic. It does not move to [Spec,TopP] and consequently it is unable
to trigger Long Distance Agreement.

There is much more to Polinsky and Potsdam’s (2001) analysis of
Tsez Long Distance Agreement. What is important here is that their
insights and explanations are fully compatible with a system that
involves the operation AGREE.

6. WHAT ABOUT OPTIONALITY?

6.1. Optionality

One aspect of Long Distance Agreement that has been much noted is
its optionality in cases like (57) and (58).

(57) (from Mahajan (1989))
a. LDA:

Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii
Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F want-Pfv.FSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

b. no LDA:
Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

(58) (from Butt (1995))
a. LDA:

Nadia-ko [gaar: ii chalaa-nii] aa-tii hai
Nadia-Dat car.F drive-Inf.F come-Hab.F be.Prs.Sg
‘Nadia knows how to drive a car.’

b. No LDA:
Nadia-ko [gaar: ii chalaa-naa] aa-taa hai
Nadia-Dat car.F drive-Inf.M come-Hab.M be.Prs.Sg
‘Nadia knows how to drive a car.’
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From the perspective of the overall Hindi-Urdu agreement system,
the optionality found with Long Distance Agreement in (57) and (58)
is unexpected. There is no optionality in cases of local agreement. If
the verb can agree with one of its arguments, then it must agree with
that argument.

(59) Local Agreement: No Optionality
a. Subject Agreement

Mona amruud khaa-tii/*-taa thii/*thaa
Mona.F guava.m eat-Hab.F/-Hab.m be.Pst.F/be.Pst.MSg
‘Mona used to eat guavas.’

b. Object Agreement
Mohan-ne imlii khaa-ii/*-yaa
Mohan.M-Erg tamarind.F eat-Pfv.F/-Pfv.MSg
thii/*thaa
be.Pst.F/be.Pst.MSg
‘Mohan had eaten tamarind.’

c. Default Agreement
Mona-ne maalaa-ko ut:haa-yaa/*-ii
Mona.F-Erg necklace.F-Acc lift-Pfv.Def/-Pfv.FSg
thaa/*thii
be.Pst.MSg/be.Pst.FSg
‘Mona lifted the necklace.’

6.2. Deriving Optionality

To derive the optionality of Long Distance Agreement, we need an
optional element somewhere. Mahajan (1989) had infinitives
optionally assigning case and Butt (1995) had optional incorporation.
These devices have been argued against.

I propose that the optionality found with Long Distance Agree-
ment can be reduced to the well-known optionality of Restructuring.
In particular, certain verbs that take restructuring infinitives as
complements can also take non-restructuring infinitives as comple-
ments. It has already been argued in section 4.2 that the class of verbs
that allow for Long Distance Agreement out of their complements
are restructuring predicates. In what follows I will relate the
optionality of LDA with predicates like chaah ‘want’ and aa ‘come’ to
these verbs optionally taking a non-restructuring complement. Fol-
lowing the discussion in section 4.2.2, we know that Long Distance
Agreement is not possible out of non-restructuring infinitives.
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Restructuring infinitives and non-restructuring infinitives differ in
whether they have a syntactically projected PRO subject.

(60)a. Restructuring Infinitive, LDA: T0[A]. . . : :
[Inf0[A]. . . : :DP[A]]
Ram-ne [mujhe kahaanii sun-aa-nii] chaah-ii
Ram-Erg I.Dat story.F hear-CAUS-Inf.F want-Pfv.F
thii

be.Pst.FSg
‘Ram had wanted to tell me a story.’

b. Non-restructuring Infinitive, no LDA: T0[D]. . . : :[Inf0[D]
PRO[D]. . ..DP[A]]
Ram-ne [PRO mujhe kahaanii sun-aa-naa]
Ram-Erg I.Dat story.F hear-CAUS-Inf.MSg
chaah-aa thaa
want-Pfv.MSg be.Pst.MSg
‘Ram had wanted to tell me a story.’

The presence of a PRO in the non-restructuring infinitive blocks the
AGREE relationship between the matrix T0 and the embedded object.
Restructuring infinitives do not have an intervening PRO subject, the
embedded object is visible to AGREE, and therefore there is Long
Distance Agreement. There is no longer any optionality in Agreement.
There are just two different structures. The structure in (60a) involves
a PRO-less infinitival clause and therefore, given the rest of the syn-
tactic environment, it must have Long Distance Agreement. (60b)
involves a PRO intervening between the matrix T0 and the embedded
object, which cannot therefore trigger Long Distance Agreement.

In addition to the optionality of restructuring, there is one more
source for the optionality of Long Distance Agreement. It has been
argued in section 4.3 that Long Distance Agreement is not possible
out of gerunds. It was also noted there that given the syncretism
between infinitival and gerundive morphology in Hindi-Urdu, there is
no reason why the non-finite complement in (60b) cannot be analyzed
as a gerund. But then the absence of Long Distance Agreement in
(60b) would follow from the impossibility of Long Distance Agree-
ment out of a gerund.

This proposal, correlating the optionality of LDA with availability
of a non-restructuring analysis – be it a non-restructuring infinitive or a
gerund – receives support from two kinds of facts. First, in section 6.3,
we see that cases where restructuring is obligatory display obligatory
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Long Distance Agreement. Then in section 6.4, we see the second kind
of evidence which concerns the interpretive effects of Long Distance
Agreement.

6.3. Obligatory Instances of Long Distance Agreement

The logic of this section is as follows. In the preceding discussion, we
have identified optional restructuring as the source of optional Long
Distance Agreement. To argue for this relationship, we examine
environments which have been argued to involve obligatory
restructuring and show that in these environments Long Distance
Agreement is also obligatory. Two such environments include the
‘permissive’ construction and the complements of modal verbs.

Butt (1995) analyzes the examples in (61), which she calls the
Permissive, and shows that they involve obligatory restructuring (in
her terms, complex predicate formation). Independently of Butt’s
(1995) diagnostics, we can see that the permissive involves case-
licensing across the infinitival clause boundary.

(61)a. Nadia-ne [per: kat:-ne] di-ye
Nadia-Erg trees cutIntr-Inf.Obl let-Pfv.Pl
‘Nadia let the trees get cut.’

b. Nadia-ne [Sarosh-ko gaar: ii chalaa-ne] di-i
Nadia-Erg Sarosh-Acc car.F drive-Ger.Obl let-Pfv.FSg
‘Nadia let Sarosh drive the car.’

The subject of the infinitival clause is assigned case in both (61a) and
(61b) is licensed by the matrix verb. There is no source for case for the
embedded subject within the infinitival clause. Given that the per-
missive must involve case-licensing across a case boundary, we expect
Long Distance Agreement to be obligatory and as an anonymous
reviewer has pointed out to me, this is in fact the case.11

The facts with modals are similar. The subject of the infinitival
complement of the modal is case-licensed outside the infinitival
clause, there being no source for subject case within an infinitival
clause. Following the previous discussion, we can take this to

11 The facts are actually slightly more complicated. Some speakers distinguish
between (61a) and (61b), finding LDA obligatory in (61a) but not in (61b). The

generalization for these speakers seems to be that agreement of T0 with elements
case-licensed by it or its associated v is obligatory, but agreement beyond that is
optional. Note that in (61a) the case of the agreeing element is licensed by the matrix

v. This is not the case in (61b).
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demonstrate that restructuring is obligatory. Then as expected, we
find that Long Distance Agreement is obligatory.

(62)a. Ram-koi [ti davaaii khaa
Ram-Dat medicine.F eat
le-nii/*le-naa] chaahiye
TAKE-Inf.F/TAKE-Inf.MSg should
thii/*thaa
be.Pst.FSg/*be.Pst.MSg
‘Ram should have eaten the medicine.’

b. kapr:ei [ti aaj-tak ban
clothes.MPl today-by makeIntr
jaa-ne/*jaa-naa] chaahiye
GO-Inf.MPl/GO-Inf.MSg should
the/*thaa
be.Pst.MPl/*be.Pst.MSg
‘The clothes should have been made by today.’

6.4. The Interpretive Effects of Long Distance Agreement

The presence of Long Distance Agreement has been noted in the
literature to have certain interpretive effects. Hook (1979: 30) writes:

After having said all this about agreement at a distance, it must be recognized that

not all speakers observe it to the same degree. . . . For some speakers there is a
difference in meaning: Observing agreement at a distance puts emphasis on the
object. Non-observance suggests a more general activity.

He contrasts (63a) with (63b), noting that (63a) involves a less specific
action than (63b).

(63)a. No LDA:
us-ne [kursiy~a: tor:-naa] shuruu ki-yaa
he-Erg chairs.FPl break-Inf.MSg start do-Pfv.MSg
‘He began breaking chairs.’

b. LDA:
us-ne [merii aaraam-kursii tor:-nii] shuruu ki-i
he-Erg my.F rest-chair.FSg break-Inf.F start do-Pfv.FSg
‘He began breaking my easy chair.’

The general claim, following Hook (1979: 30) in Davison (1988)
and Butt (1995), is that embedded objects that, agree long distance
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with the matrix predicate are more specific than embedded objects
that do not. This claim seems to be on the right track, but the lack of
a concrete denotation for the term ‘specific’ makes it hard to assess
this claim. Mahajan (1989) provides a clearer proposal when he
relates the presence of long distance agreement to wide scope over the
matrix predicate. Consider the following contrast.

(64) (from Mahajan (1989), = 57)
a. LDA

Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-nii] chaah-ii
Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.F Want-Pfv.FSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

b. no LDA:
Ram-ne [rot: ii khaa-naa] chaah-aa
Ram-Erg bread.F eat-Inf.M want-Pfv.MSg
‘Ram wanted to eat bread.’

Mahajan (1989) notes ‘‘(64a) has a clear interpretation in which rot: ii
‘bread’ is interpreted outside the intension of the matrix verb chaah
‘want’, i.e. there is a particular rot: ii ‘bread’ that Ram wants to eat.
This interpretation is missing in (64b), the case which does not in-
volve long distance agreement.’’

The above quote from Mahajan (1989) leaves open the question
of whether Long Distance Agreement forces the object to take
wide scope over the matrix verb or whether it merely favors it.
There seems to be considerable evidence that while Long Distance
Agreement favors wide scope of the object over the matrix pred-
icate, it does not force a wide scope reading. This is shown by the
fact that objects that cannot easily have referential readings are
able to participate in Long Distance Agreement. In particular,
objects of verbs of creation as well as nouns occurring in light verb
(N–V) constructions do not have referential interpretations. (65)
shows that such NPs can still trigger long distance agreement. See
Davison (1991) for related examples.

(65)a. Object of Verb of Creation:
Usha-ne [potluck ke-liye daal banaa-nii] chaah-ii
Usha-Erg potluck for lentil.F make-Inf.F want-Pfv.F
thii

be.Pst.FSg
‘Usha had wanted to prepare lentils for the potluck.’
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b. Nouns in Light Verb (N–V) Constructions:
Akbar-ne [merii madad kar-nii] chaah-ii thii

Akbar-Erg my.F help.F do-Inf.F want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
‘Akbar had wanted to help me.’

The possibility of Long Distance Agreement with the non-referential
madad ‘help’ in (4b) is particularly striking and conclusively shows
that Long Distance Agreement does not enforce referential inter-
pretation. Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) argue that any argument
that triggers Long Distance Agreement in Tsez must be interpreted as
an embedded topic and they note that nouns occurring in light verb
constructions (similar to (65b)) cannot trigger Long Distance
Agreement (cf. 56).

It is also useful to look carefully at the claim that the absence of
Long Distance Agreement forces a narrow scope reading. From the
work of Dayal (1999, to appear), we know that bare singulars in
Hindi-Urdu can be interpreted in two ways: as definites, and as
narrow scope ‘incorporated’ NPs. Given this one might expect
structures like Mahajan’s (64) which involve bare singulars to permit
definite readings even in the absence of Long Distance Agreement,
and this seems to be true. Imagine a context where there is a news-
paper and a book on a table near Ram. If Ram wants to pick up the
book, both the version with and without Long Distance Agreement
seem suitable to describe this desire about a particular book.

(66) Ram-ne [kitaab ut:haa-naa] chaah-aa/ut:haa-nii]
Ram-Erg book.F lift-Inf.MSg want-Pfv.MSg/want-Pfv.F
chaah-ii
want-Pfv.FSg
‘Ram wanted to pick up the book.’

To make the facts sharper, let us therefore look at the scopal
interaction of quantificational expressions and the intensional verb in
(67). Both (67a,b) allow for the reading where ‘every book’ scopes
under ‘want’ i.e. Naim’s desire is to read every book. However, (67a)
also allows for the reading where Naim does not have the express
desire to read every book (in the library) – it is just that for every
book in the library he has expressed his desire to read it. For this
reading he need not know that he has in fact exhausted the books in
the relevant set. This reading is absent in (67b).12

12 For some speakers this contrast is only a preference, for others it is not very

strong and one of the reviewers does not get this contrast at all.
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(67)a. LDA:
Naim-ne [har kitaab par:h-nii] chaah-ii thii

Naim-Erg every book.F read-Inf.F want-Pfv.F be.Pst.FSg
every > want: For every book, Naim wanted to read it.
want > every: Naim’s desire: to read every book

b. No LDA:
Naim-ne [har kitaab par:h-naa] chaah-aa
Naim-Erg every book.F read-Inf.MSg want-Pfv.MSg
thaa
be.Pst.MSg
want > every: Naim’s desire: to read every book
Unavailable: every > want: For every book, Naim wanted
to read it.

The facts concerning the interpretive effects of Long Distance Agree-
ment inHindi-Urdu can nowbe spelled out as follows: for some speakers,
the absence of Long Distance Agreement blocks a reading for the object
where it takes wide scope over the matrix predicate. Long Distance
Agreement makes such a reading available but does not enforce it.

The following is a preliminary and admittedly speculative attempt
to derive the semantic effects of Long Distance Agreement. It tries to
make explicit the intuition that whatever it is about non-restructuring
infinitives that blocks Long Distance Agreement also blocks covert
movement out of the infinitival clause. Long Distance Agreement
involves restructuring infinitives. If we can motivate that restructur-
ing infinitives allow for, but do not require, optional covert move-
ment of the object out of the infinitival clause to a position above the
matrix predicate, we can explain the observed ambiguities. The ab-
sence of Long Distance Agreement indicates a non-restructuring
infinitive or a gerund. Further, if we can motivate that non-restruc-
turing infinitives/gerunds block covert movement of the object, we
can also explain why the wide scope reading is blocked. My expla-
nation uses a proposal put forth in Fox (2000: 62) to account for the
clause-boundedness of QR. According to Fox’s (2000) principle of
Scope Economy, any string-vacuous/covert operation is only per-
mitted if its application has an effect on the interpretation.

(68)a. Hindi-Urdu Nonrestructuring Infinitive:
[Subject [vP [VP [IP [vP PRO [v0 [VP OBJ V] v]] Inf0] V] v]]

b. Hindi-Urdu Restructuring Infinitive:
[Subject [vP [VP [IP [vP [VP OBJ V] v] Inf0] V] v]]
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The presence of a PRO in (68a) blocks the embedded object in place
because the QR of the embedded object over the PRO would be
semantically vacuous and hence ruled out by Scope Economy. The
blocking of this first step then rules out further covert movement of
the object over the matrix verb. In (68b), with a PRO subject absent,
the first step of QR of the embedded object is over the embedding
predicate and is not semantically vacuous. Consequently it is not
blocked by Scope Economy.

7. EMPIRICAL EXTENSIONS AND THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

7.1. Empirical Extensions

In this section, I will briefly outline some further directions that the
line of inquiry pursued in this paper could be taken in.

7.1.1. A Generalization About Person
Object agreement in Hindi-Urdu only involves agreement in number
and gender and not in person, while subject agreement can involve
agreement in person, number, and gender. If we distinguish between
two kinds of Agreement: dissociated agreement, where a head agrees
with an XP whose case it does not license (= object agreement on T0)
and non-dissociated agreement, where a head agrees with an XP
whose case it does license, we can state the following generalization:

(69) Person Generalization: Dissociated Agreement does
not involve Person.

Further, if we assume that subject agreement in Hindi-Urdu involves
overt movement to the [Spec,TP], while object agreement takes place
via AGREE alone, then it becomes tempting to relate person
agreement to overt movement (cf. Boeckx (2003) for a similar gen-
eralization motivated by Icelandic data).

However, a simpler explanation is available for the absence of
person agreement with object agreement in Hindi-Urdu. Proper name
and pronominal objects in Hindi-Urdu must be overtly case-marked
with -ko, and the presence of -ko blocks agreement. Thus the only
objects that can in principle agree are 3rd person non-pronominal
DPs. Since 1st and 2nd person objects cannot appear without overt
case-marking, we do not find any instances of object agreement
involving 1st or 2nd person features.
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Kashmiri seems to be a minimal pair to Hindi-Urdu – 1st and 2nd
person objects appear without overt case-marking, and we find per-
son agreement with objects.

(70) (from Wali and Koul (1997))
aslam-an vuch-u-kh tsI

Aslam-Erg saw-MSg-2Sg you.MSg
‘Aslam saw you.’

I write ‘seems to’ because Kashmiri has an additional system of
pronominal clitics (see Hook and Koul (1984) and Wali and Koul
(1997)) and a good case can be made that the person agreement we
see in (70) is part of the pronominal clitic system and not the
agreement system.

The facts from Gujarati are more telling. As noted in Section 3.2.2,
overtly case-marked objects are still visible to the agreement system in
this language. However, the present tense auxiliary which does dis-
play agreement in person with subjects does not agree with the object
in person.

(71)a. Present tense auxiliary agrees with second person subject:
tEhme aw-y�a cho

you.Pl come-Pfv.MPl be.Prs.2Pl
‘You have come.’

b. Present tense auxiliary does not agree with second person
object: (from Magier (1983: 324))
mã~� tam-ne m�ar-y�a che
I you.Pl-Acc strike-Pfv.MPl be.Prs.3
‘I have struck you.’

To sum up, the facts from the Modern Indo-Aryan languages support
the Person Generalization.

7.1.2. Scrambling, Case, and Adjuncts
Agreement in Hindi-Urdu as well as in other Modern Indo-Aryan
languages does not seem to be affected by word order. Structures
involving long and short distance scrambling as well as rightward
movement display the same agreement pattern as the ‘basic’ struc-
ture. A straightforward way of handling this non-interaction is to
assume that scrambling and other non-case-related movements take
place after AGREE has applied.
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An implication then is that the current proposal is not directly
compatible with a structure building model that interleaves case-re-
lated movements with non-case-related movements. A way out would
be to adopt the proposals like Dayal (1994) and Kidwai (2000) which
argue contra Mahajan (1990a) that scrambling always involves A0-
movement. Then, if only A-related elements are visible to AGREE
(when involved in the valuation of /-features), the non-interaction
between scrambling and agreement would follow. Something like this
seems independently necessary given that bare-NP adjuncts as well as
NPs that function as predicate nominals do not trigger agreement.

7.2. Agree and Agree

The operation Agree introduced in Chomsky (1999) and the opera-
tion AGREE have several important similarities. They both involve a
Probe which has unvalued features. This Probe seeks a Goal which
has features that can value the unvalued features of the Probe. In
addition the Goal has to be in the c-command domain of the Probe
and the search for the Goal has to obey locality considerations.

The two operations, however, diverge on the requirements they
put on the Goal. The Goal for Agree has to be active, where by active
we mean that the Goal has unvalued features. The intuition behind
this aspect of Agree is that once the unvalued Case features of a DP
have been valued, the DP is frozen in place as far as the A-system is
concerned. A DP whose unvalued case features have been valued
cannot move further and satisfy the EPP feature of a higher head. If
this were possible, we would be able to generate certain illegitimate
instances of raising.

(72)a. *Johni is certain [ti will win].
b. *[Johni to seem [ti is intelligent]] would be surprising.

The ungrammaticality of both (72a,b) can be attributed to the fact
that the Goal of the matrix T0 is inactive. It has already had its
unvalued case features valued by the embedded T0. Consequently it is
no longer available for Agree (followed by subsequent Pied-Piping
and Merge) by a higher head.

In contrast to Agree, it is possible for a Probe to enter into an
AGREE relationship with an inactive Goal. This was the case for
Long Distance Agreement in both Hindi-Urdu and Tsez. The case
requirements of the agreement trigger are met in the embedded clause
where it appears. It is therefore inactive. This distinction between
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AGREE and Agree seems crucial. If we reduce Agree to AGREE, we
end up allowing for certain illegitimate instances of raising. If we
reduce in the other direction, we lose our explanation for Long
Distance Agreement.

I conclude this paper with a way of reconciling the above tension
between AGREE and Agree. It was noted above that allowing
inactive Goals to participate in Agree allowed for illegitimate in-
stances of raising like the ones in (72). But (72) does not just involve
Agree. In addition, it involves Pied-Piping followed by Merge of the
inactive Goal. Therefore it is logically possible that what (72) dem-
onstrates is not a constraint against inactive Goals participating in
Agree, but is instead a constraint against Pied-Piping or Merge of
inactive Goals. Then we could reduce Agree to AGREE, i.e. allow
inactive Goals, but not allow inactive Goals to pied-pipe and par-
ticipate in Internal Merge. In other words, inactive Goals could
participate in Agree but not in Move.13 Once we adopt this assimi-
lation of Agree and AGREE, an alternate analysis of agreement in
English expletive constructions becomes available. The analysis of
(73) suggested in Chomsky (2001) and much other work assumes that
the associate of the expletive triggers agreement on the matrix T0

because the matrix T0 licenses the case of the expletive associate.

(73)a. There are many people in that room.
b. There seem to be many people in that room.

According to the Chomsky (2001) analysis, the matrix T0 is able to
enter into Agree with the expletive associate because the expletive
associate has not had its case features valued. Thus it is still active. If
we drop the requirement that Agree is only possible with active
Goals, other analyses become available. In particular Lasnik (1999),
Ch. 3, suggests following Belletti (1988) that the case of the expletive

13 Lavine and Freidin (2001) and López (2002) offer independent arguments in

favor of eliminating the requirement that Goals be active to participate in Agree.
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associate is licensed independently of T0.14 If this is the case then the
Goals that trigger agreement in (73) are also inactive and we have an
instance of inactive Goals triggering Agree in English also.
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